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INTEGRATED ELECTRONIC PARTS WAREHOUSING
AND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM AND METHOD

5 A. FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to warehousing and
distribution systems and methods, and particularly to such
systems and methods for warehousing and distributing
relatively small items such as fasteners, electronic parts,

10 office maintenance supplies and the like.

B. BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1- Prior Ordering Systems

The purchase, supply, inventory maintenance, and
payment processing of relatively small items such as

15 fasteners, electronic components and office maintenance
supplies, items which are required to be supplied
repetitively and in significant quantities, can be
relatively time consuming, expensive and result in rather
complex, unreliable manual procedures.

20 In a typical ordering process, a buyer wishes to
purchase a specific item. If the buyer has a source book
which lists multiple suppliers of a variety of items, he can
look up the names of more than one supplier. Further, if
the buyer has obtained catalogs from any of -those suppliers,

25 he can look up the item to obtain price and delivery
information. However, in the typical situation, the buyer
must call or write to the particular supplier in order to
make certain of prices because the catalog prices are
frequently out of date. Further, if the buyer wishes to

30 have catalogs, usually he or she must call or write for the
information.

The source book itself also causes additional
problems. First, it usually is revised only infrequently
and thus often is out of date. Additionally, the source

35 book lists suppliers who may no longer handle the item; or
may handle it only as a convenience to their customers and
do not maintain it in stock. This means that they probably
cannot provide fast delivery and that their prices will most
likely be considerably higher than others. Further, the
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suppliers may no longer be at the listed location or even in
business. Attempting to call or write to any of the above
suppliers, clearly wastes a large amount of a buyer's time.

Even when the buyer purchases the item on a

5 somewhat regular basis, he may not be aware of the current
prices charged by the regular suppliers, or be aware of any
new suppliers who have entered the market. Thus, the buyer
often will miss the best price or supplier unless he spends
a considerable amount of time in investigation.

10 After choosing a particular supplier, a buyer
wishing to place an order usually must prepare a written
purchase order and mail it to the supplier. The supplier
typically acknowledges the order in writing, giving expected
shipping dates, and other pertinent information. Of course,

15 the supplier also can refuse the order. All of this written
communication can go on for days or even weeks.

Orders can also be given by telephone. This can
be a much faster system if the proper person can be reached
at the suppliers place of business. However, this approach

20 is less than fully satisfactory because it increases the
chances for error in that spoken words are frequently not
reduced to writing for visual verification. Even if the
order is reduced to writing, it easily can be written
incorrectly, thus creating an incorrect order.

25 Even the use of a written purchase order can
create opportunities for error. If purchase orders are
prepared or typed by someone other than the buyer, there can
be an error in communication or typing. Further, when an
acceptance is prepared by the supplier, additional errors

30 can occur. Beyond that, communications may be lost, delayed
or even destroyed by mail handling.

Still other errors may be caused by differences in
nomenclature and specifications for particular items. Many
suppliers have their own names and part numbers for specific

35 items. Both the deviation in name and part number can cause
numerous errors since each usually must be looked up and
verified for each different supplier. This not only creates
an additional source of errors, but takes still further
time.
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When ordering modest quantities of a relatively
large number of different items, it is often most cost-
efficient to consolidate those orders with one or a small
number of suppliers. Typically, the selection of the

5 suppliers is made haphazardly and the lowest total price is
often not obtained.

A still further problem in the buying process is
caused by the difficulty or inability of supervisory
personnel to determine whether the buyers are purchasing on

10 a best-price basis, or have otherwise been dealing with
suppliers in an appropriate manner.

Computerized electronic supply systems of a wide
variety have been proposed in the past in order to alleviate
some of the foregoing problems.

15 In on® type of prior system, a single buyer had
contracts with various suppliers whereby the suppliers
agreed to sell specific items at specific prices. The buyer
punched cards, one for each item, which were read and the
information transmitted over telephone lines to the

20 specified vendor. The vendor's equipment punched card
corresponding to those received by the buyer, to be used as
an order to be filled by the vendor. Such a system did not
provide any means for identifying multiple vendors for a
given item, or for operating other than on a contract basis.

25 Thus, the buyer could not quickly shop for the best price or
terms from a variety of vendors.

Other systems have been provided whereby orders
for a variety of vendors from a particular buyer are
collected, sorted and accumulated according to vendor.

30 Then, a batch of orders is transferred electronically to
each vendor. Such a "clearing house" operation also does
not provide a solution to the vendor's selection problem,
and has other shortcomings.

Some direct electronic connections have been made
35 between a specific vendor and a specific buyer by use of a

video screen. The buyer can call up on the screen a
purchase order form, fill it in, and transmit it directly to
a similar terminal at the vendor's place of business.
However, such an arrangement also does not solve the
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vendor's selection problem and falls short in other

respects

.

Yet another system collects information from

suppliers concerning their surplus inventory* A

5 computerized database or directory of this surplus inventory
is thus created. In practice, a buyer accesses this
database from a terminal at his location to ascertain
suppliers who are offering the particular item he desires.

Occasionally, the prices at which the item is offered for

10 sale are also displayed. The buyer, after obtaining this
information, usually must then contact the particular
supplier or suppliers directly. Since this system often is

not updated regularly and often involves odd lots of less
commonly used items, it is not always helpful. Further,

15 items listed frequently are not in stock since, once the
surplus is gone, there may be no additional inventory
available for sale. Lastly, when prices are shown, they are
not necessarily current.

Another system which was proposed had suppliers or

20 vendors listing their items on a central computer, along
with their current price schedule. Buyers who subscribed to
the system were to be able to access the central computer
which would display on a computer screen the particular item
and the various suppliers offering that item along with the

25 current prices. When a supplier wished to place an order he
could prepare an electronic purchase order which would be
sent via the central computer to the vendor* s terminal. The
vendor could then respond any time after receiving the order
with either a confirmation, change of price, or rejection.

30 Further, this system still required the vendor to accept or
reject the order and to ship the products from his location.
Such a system still failed to optimize the ordering and
shipping procedures*

2. Prior Warehousing Systems

35 Historically, inventory control in warehouses has
been maintained manually, for example, on file cards. Each
card controls a single stock item, or stockJceeping unit
("SKU"). The file card shows the current quantity of each
item on hand. The quantity listed usually has not been
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verified by physically checking the items in the warehouse.
A running balance is maintained by deducting shipments and
adding receipts. Most conventional computerized warehouse
systems still keep records in substantially the same way;

5 that is, by creating and maintaining files by stockkeeping
unit.

In practice the SKU quantity shown on a card or in
a computer file has no actual existence as a single,
discrete unit in a warehouse, but rather is the sum of items

10 physically contained in several warehouse units or
containers, the number and locations of which can change
daily, in the absence of fail-safe computerized control
over such items, a large warehouse can experience any number
of inventory difficulties. This is especially true where a

15 relatively large inventory of small parts is maintained.
Some of the problems with such prior systems are

the following: incorrect shipments; misplaced part;
pilferage and inaccuracy of the records as to the amount of
stock actually on hand, other problems include delays in
shipping; insufficient use of warehouse space; excessive
labor costs and methods.

In Canadian Patent Number 1,188,814 issued June
11, 1985, of which the applicant is a co-inventor, the above
problems are addressed, at least in part. The disclosure of
that patent hereby is incorporated herein by reference.

While the last-described system offered numerous
advantages over prior systems, it left substantial room for
improvement in the areas of accuracy and speed of filling
orders, labor costs, and efficiency of utilization of

30 warehouse space.

3 * Distribution by Manufacturers and Importers
Most manufacturers or importers of fasteners and

similar items carry an inventory of fast-moving items to
supplement their production schedules. This provides an

35 extra service for their customers, and allows them to smooth
over their production or purchase orders by producing parts
for stock when sales are slow. Once this stock has been
produced, however, its control usually is not very efficient
because of some or all of the foregoing problems.

20

25
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Usually, a complete warehouse operation must be
maintained, even though the range of items carried is fairly
limited because it reflects only the items manufactured by
the owner of the warehouse. This can be very costly.

5 The manufacturer's telephone salesperson usually
are trained by quote prices for large production orders, for
which they may receive a significant commission. They may
consider the process of quoting price and availability for
small stock quantities to be a waste of time, especially if

10 they receive many inquiries but few orders. The warehouse
may not be geared to ship small quantities of an item, nor
to make some day shipments when requested. Therefore, the
smaller orders are lost, and with them the larger follow-on
orders which can be so valuable.

15 The manufacturer may run out of stock on active
items, thereby generating more non-productive inquiries.
Therefore, with only a narrow product range, and the
possibility of active items being out of stock, the
potential buyer probably will call other sources first.

20 When the manufacturer receives only a small share of
inquiries for the items in this inventory, the value of his
investment in the warehouse is seriously reduced.

There are special problems with proprietary items.
After the manufacturer of proprietary items expends a great

25 deal of time and money in convincing engineers to design
their product into the final assemblies, a network of
authorized distributors is usually put in place to make the
purchasing function more efficient. These authorized
distributors are expected to give some technical advice to

30 the user and to stock a representative range of time to
offer quick delivery.

A problem often occurs with the non-active items.
With these times, the distributor is wary of carrying too
large! an inventory without a reasonable return on his

35 investment, yet it may not be available when needed from the
manufacturer's stock. The authorized distributor is then
almost forced to carry these items in his own stock in order
to be able to service the occasional orders he may receive.
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If the resulting erosion of profit is too severe, the
distributor may refuse to carry the product at all.

The overseas manufacturer also has special
problems. Currently, an overseas manufacturer has roughly
three options for selling his products in the U.S.

One option is to carry no inventory in the U.S.,
and to sell only by shipping directly to the customer. Such
sales usually are for large quantities with a long lead
time, and are usually very competitively priced, sales are
usually made through U.S. or overseas based trading
companies, independent sales agents, or by the
manufacturer's own direct sales staff, m many cases, the
customer does not know the name of the manufacturer, and for
repeat orders, the customer may move to another manufacturer

15 if he receives a lower price or quicker delivery. Thus, the
manufacturer loses follow-up business, and often must suffer
with extremely modest profit margins.

A second option for the foreign manufacturer is to
place a consignment inventory at one or more stocking

20 distributors in the U.S. This has the advantage of opening
the market to more customers, but the manufacturer is
limited to the sales and marketing scope of these
distributors. They simply may not be reaching anywhere near
the full potential market for the product. If there is only
one distributor, there is only limited coverage, while with
more than one distributor, the inventory investment is
multiplied, while the incentive for the distributors to sell
the product is reduced. The cost for this service may be
high, and this may make the price of the product non-

30 competitive.

A third option is for the foreign manufacturer to
open his own warehouse in the U.S. This is probably the
most costly option of all. The manufacturer must pay for
the purchase or rental of a warehouse, buy or rent a full
range of warehouse equipment, staff the warehouse and office
operations, and still have to pay for a full sales and
marketing efforts, he probably can reach only a small
portion of the potential customers.

25

35
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C. SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Accordingly, it is an object of the invention to
provide a system and method for alleviating the foregoing
problems and improving upon the prior systems and methods.

5 In accordance with the present invention, there is
provided a system and method for electronically
communicating information regarding the identity of
suppliers for selected physical items. The system and
method allow the buyer to quickly obtain the name of at

10 least one vendor, and preferably a substantial list of
vendors, for any one of a large quantity of different items.
Moreover, the buyer is provided, at the same time, with the
prices charged by each vendor for the item and the
quantities desired by the buyer.

15 Preferably, the physical items are stored in a
central public warehouse containing products owned by many
different business entities. The information communicated
to the buyer is for the items in that warehouse.

It is also preferred that the system and method
20 provide electronic communication between the buyer and a

central computer which maintains a running inventory of the
public warehouse system as well as additional pertinent
information including suppliers' names, business history,
prices and re-supply schedule.

25 In practice, the buyer can inquire as to the
availability and pricing of a multitude of items maintained
by the central public warehouse system by inputting part
numbers into a local input/output ("I/O") device and
electronically communicating those parts numbers to the

30 central computer, in a batch. The central computer then
provides a list of vendors who maintain an inventory of the
particular item within the public warehouse system, the
price of the part charged by each vendor and the quantity of
that item in stock and available from the public warehouse

35 system. The buyer can create a purchase order on his I/O
device, which is then electronically transmitted to the
central computer. This, order is then conveyed to the public
warehouse system by the central computer for processing.
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In a preferred embodiment of the system and
method, the central public warehouse system electronically
communicates with the central computer to maintain a running
inventory of the items stored in the warehouse system. This
communication also is used to provide a comprehensive
warehouse control system which not only directs and
maintains individual item's locations within a given
warehouse, but also prepares picking lists, warehouse
movement directions and shipping documents in response to
orders received electronically from a buyer's input/output
device

.

Data is maintained by the central computer on the
frequency of inquiry of buyers for each particular part
stocked by a vendor, orders placed, etc. Suppliers can
electronically obtain this data by communicating with the
central computer through an I/O device.

It is also preferred that the buyer maintain a
letter of credit with a pre-designated bank such that
sometime after the transmittal of an electronic purchase
order to the central computer the necessary funds may be
wire-transferred through the pre-designated bank to the
vendor. This eliminates the processing of checks and the
like through each party's respective accounting department.
Both the buyer and the vendor save time, effort and money by
using the electronic transfer system. The elimination of
billing invoices and checks greatly reduces the labor
necessary to complete a purchase.

In a waxehouse associated with the present
warehouse system, it is preferred that all items be stored

30 in four functionally distinct storage areas. Three of these
storage areas are for full containers while the fourth is
for open containers. The first of the four storage areas is
for full pallet quantities of a single item or a single
container size. The second storage area is for multiple

35 containers of the same item and the third storage area is
for single containers of an item. The use of these four
storage areas provides a substantial benefit over prior
systems by maximizing storage density and minimizing
container handling.

20

25
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A central computer, which is the same computer as
that which is used to accept inquiries and orders from
buyers, is used to assign random storage locations in each
of the three full container storage areas. This assignment

5 is done as shipments are received in the warehouse. At the
time shipments are received, computer generated labels as
well as bar codes are placed on each incoming container.
The labels provide a variety of information about each
container including its intended storage location, supplier,

10 part number, etc. The bar code is used strictly to identify
each container. This bar code information is stored in a
local warehouse computer (PC) along with the label
information. At the end of each business day all receiving
records are up-loaded to the central computer from the local

15 warehouse computer. Certain other information is down-
loaded to the local computer from the central computer as
needed.

The computer system directs the movement of the
containers in the warehouse, in response to orders which
have been input to the central computer by buyers (and
sometimes by vendors) the central computer generates
"picking" lists. From these lists, items are picked for
shipment. This picking involves the pulling of full
containers of the items as well as the assembly of partial

25 container quantities. As such, containers are moved around
in the warehouse from each of the four storage areas. In
each case, the movement is accompanied by a newly generated
computer label which includes the new storage location or
customer information as well as the other information which

30 was recorded at the time of the container's receipt. With
each movement, the container's bar code is also scanned to
verify that the proper container is being moved. After
particular orders have been picked and organized they are
sent to a shipping area. At the shipping area, various

35 documentation which has been generated by the computer in
accordance with the order and the information stored upon
receipt, is reviewed. This is the final check of the order
before it leaves the warehouse and is accompanied by a

20
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complete scan of each individual container's barcode. Thus,
the integrity of the order is verified.

The use of the bar codes virtually guarantees that
orders are being shipped correctly and that the inventory is
immediately retrievable from a given location. The use of
the four storage areas substantially improves the
warehouse's storage density while minimizing container
movements. Further, by employing local microcomputers (PCs)
there is a substantial savings in central computer usage and
communication costs (if the central computer is located off-
site)

.

When this automated warehouse system is coupled
with the previously described electronic ordering system,
efficiencies of scale are realized.

The public warehouse system permits specialization
in a given market. Thus, when all the suppliers to the
warehouse system are concentrated in a single industry, with
a clearly defined customer base, it is possible to provide
more options than would be available otherwise.
Particularly, buyers can access the warehouse system's
composite inventory database to obtain instant quotations
and place orders for immediate shipments based on current
inventory. This can be done despite the fact that items may
be from several different suppliers. In most previous
systems, the buyer's computer access was limited to a single
supplier.

With the present system, there is no paper work
necessary to transfer an order to the warehouse for filling.
The buyer, who was able to select his desired items from a

30 variety of vendors and prices has undoubtedly had his
information gathering effort minimized. This is because he
does not need to make phone calls to get competitive prices
and available information. Further, the buyer's shipping
costs may be greatly reduced if he has ordered items

35 provided by multiple suppliers. Previously, such orders
would have required shipment from each supplier's location,
thereby multiplying the shipping costs.

Paper work is also minimized since no actual
purchase orders are sent. Lead time is cut down since the

20

25
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order need not be called back in by the buyer to a chosen
supplier and can be shipped almost immediately. The order
is transmitted electronically to the central computer used
by the warehouse system and can thus be filled right away.

5 The order is further expedited since the items are
necessarily in stock and available for shipment.

The buyer also has the ability to enter
reservations instead of placing conventional backorders with
a single supplier. With the reservation system each

10 supplier that can furnish the part is advised of the buyer's
need, and the system will report to the buyer when parts
become available from the first supplier. In effect, the
customer has placed a backorder with all the suppliers
capable of furnishing the item. This can greatly decrease

15 the time to completely fill an order. The customer can
receive weekly reports showing all the suppliers 1 shipping
promises. Thus, any time consuming telephone follow-ups may
be eliminated.

The warehouse, operating efficiently because of
20 the two or four storage area system is capable of shipping

many orders with minimal labor costs. The number of
warehouse locations is minimized by the high density storage
capacity.

The supplier likewise saves money and gains other
25 advantages with the present system and method. He can

minimize his warehousing costs by wholly or partially
maintaining his inventory in the warehouse system. Still
further, the supplier can dramatically cut down on the
number of inquiries he handles. He can save still more

30 because his paper work in processing orders and bills is
greatly reduced for all items maintained in the warehouse
system.

A supplier also has access to a client base that
may never contact him otherwise. Once a buyer places an

35 inquiry for a part which the supplier maintains in the
warehouse system, the buyer must see the supplier's offering
regardless of his intention. This then, gives the supplier
considerably more exposure than would be possible in a
normal trading environment. Since there is no need for a
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buyer to make phone calls to specific suppliers, the
supplier who maintains a desired item in the warehouse
system is able to "bid" on the order without employing
salesmen's time and without having been previously known to

5 the buyer.

Ultimately, the electronic funds transfer system
virtually guarantees payments to the supplier and maximizes
both the supplier's and buyer's use of the funds. The great
reduction in the typical accounting procedures necessary to

10 process payments for orders, including pursuing bad debts,
is yet another advantage.

As can be clearly seen, the present invention
yields substantial improvements over prior systems. Other
features and advantages of the invention are set forth in

15 the following description and drawings.
D* DESCRIPTION OP THE DRAWINGS

In the drawings:

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of an ordering
system constructed in accordance with the present invention;

20 Figure 2 is a flow chart illustrating the computer
program and operating steps taken by the user in using the
system as a buyer;

Figures 3-5 are further flow chart diagrams
illustrating detailed features of the flow chart of Figure

25 2;

Figure 6 is a flow chart illustrating the
operative steps of the billing procedure of the ordering
system of the present invention;

Figure 7 is a warehouse layout in accordance with
30 one embodiment of the warehouse system of the present

invention; and

Figure 8 is a warehouse layout in accordance with
a second embodiment of the warehouse system of the present
invention.

35 E. GENERAL DESCRIPTION;

Figure l illustrates schematically a portion 30 of
the system of the invention. The system portion 30 includes
central data processing equipment at a first station 32 in
the warehouse (Figures 7 and 8), and two separate sets of
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input/output equipment at two other stations 34 and 36 each
of which is labelled "Buyer or Vendor" in Figure 1. Since
the equipment of each of stations 34 and 36 is essentially
identical, except for programming, the equipment at either

5 station can be used either by buyers or sellers, or simply
for communications purposes.

Although only two vendor or buyer stations 34 and
36 are shown in Figure 1, it should be understood that it is
preferred to use more stations than two.

1° In the preferred embodiment of the invention, the
central processing station 32 is located at the public
warehouse, and each of the remote stations 34 and 36 is
located at the offices of a different business concern. A
warehousing firm owns and operates the warehouse, and makes

15 its data processing equipment and services available to the
others

.

The central data processing equipment located at
the warehouse includes a computer CPU 38. The computer
preferably is a moderately high-speed, high-capacity

20 computer such as a minicomputer; the computer can be any
general purpose digital computer having a sufficient speed
and capacity for processing data in the system.

Also located at the central processing station is
an input/output device 40, comprising a keyboard and screen,

25 which is used for programming purposes, a set of disk files
42, and input tape file 44 , an output tape file 46, a
printer 48, and a modem 56. The input tape file 44 includes
means for reading into computer memory data supplied on
magnetic tape by buyers and vendors to be stored in the

30 system. The disk files 42 are used for data storage, along
with the RAM memory in the computer itself.

The tape file 46 is used to read out data
accumulated for buyers and vendors and supplying that data
to the printer 48 which is used to print out reports to be

35 sent to the buyers and vendors at periodic intervals.

The modem 56 is used for sending and receiving
data over telephone lines 56, 58 and 60 to the modems 54 of
the various vendor and buyer terminals.
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The equipment at each of the vendor and buyer
terminals includes a computer unit 50 including a keyboard
disk file and video display screen, and a printer 52. The
computer 50 can be any suitable small computer such as the

5 IBM Personal Computer or any equivalent machine. The
computer 50 hs RAM storage as well as disk storage.

It is preferred that the screen of each of the
computers 50 incorporate a color display. This tends to
enhance the rapid identification of different items of

10 information which appear on the screen.

The preferred embodiment of the invention
operates, in general, as follows.

A variety of different buyers, usually
distributors, and vendors, usually manufacturers, subscribe

15 to the service provided by the owner of the equipment at the
warehouse location 32. Each vendor compiles a list of
products that it offers for sale in the regular course of
his business. For example, such products might be
fasteners.

20 Each vendor rents space in the warehouse, or pays
a storage fee based on the number and size of the containers
in the warehouse at a given time. The vendor thus, stores
an inventory of his products in the warehouse space and
provides a list of prices for these products. This

25 information is input to the computer 38 at the central
station 32, either by reading the information into the
computer storage by means of the input tape file equipment
44, with the tapes having been prepared by the vendor, or by
the supplier keying the information in at the keyboard of

30 the input/output unit 50. The part number and
quantity/price quotations for each of the parts stocked or
otherwise offered for sale by each vendor are input into the
computer 38.

When a buyer wishes to use the system to determine
35 which vendors carry one or more specific items, and the

prices charged by each vendor, he inputs the part numbers of
the items, the quantity of the items he desires to purchase
or desires a quotation on, and the computer 38 displays on
the screen of the buyer's terminal 50 a list of vendors
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which maintain an inventory of the item in the warehouse,

the item, the price for the specific quantity desired by the

buyer and the inventory and price level for the item. The

computer 38 maintains inventory information for the items in

5 the warehouse.

When it is desired to actually place an order, the

buyer sends his order electronically to the central computer

38 which prepares the necessary paperwork for the rapid and

efficient picking, packing and shipping of the order from

10 the public warehouse*

A single warehouse system is provided for storing

items manufactured or sold by a number of different

suppliers or vendors. The items stored in the system are

all owned by the supplier or vendor who provides them. They

15 are not owned by the warehouse system proprietors.

The warehouse system comprises one or more

warehouses each having storage racks, conveyors, scales and

other typical warehouse fixtures. All the warehouses are

linked together by the central computer 38 (Figure 1) to

20 create a single warehouse system. The central computer 38

directs the movement of all items in the warehouse. The

central computer 38 also receives orders in accordance with

the procedure and system described above. These orders are

filled through the warehouse system in accordance with

25 directions from the central computer 38.

The suppliers or vendors (the users of the

warehouse system for storage purposes may be manufacturers

as well as distributors) are obligated to maintain their own

inventory levels in the warehouse system. While the central

30 computer 38 can indicate restocking points and generally low

inventory levels, the supplier restocks at his own

discretion.

As indicated above, a supplier or vendor sends

particular items, or his entire inventory to be maintained

35 in the single warehouse system. It remains entirely at the

supplier's discretion which items are maintained by the

warehouse system and at which warehouse location. A
supplier ships its products to the warehouse system

preferably in unmarked boxes. With its own input/output
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10

device the supplier or vendor can then monitor the status of
its products in the warehouse system. Even while his
products remain in the warehouse system the supplier
maintains ownership of those products. Ownership is only
relinquished when the items are shipped out of the warehouse
system to a particular buyer.

This system permits a supplier to either eliminate
his warehouse entirely or simply pass on fast moving items
which are sold in smaller quantities. Even though the
supplier maintains ownership of the products he is no longer
responsible for preparing quotations or processing purchase
orders and bills. The supplier still maintains complete
control over the selling prices and can set different
discounts or adders for individual customers.

15 Other valuable features of the invention will be
discussed in the more detailed description which follows.
F. DETAILED DESCRIPTION

1. ORDERING SYSTEM

(a) Start-up

20 Figure 2 is the buyer flow chart which illustrates
the step followed by the buyer and the computer 50 at the
buyer's terminal 34 or 36. The start up of the computer 50
(see Figure 1) at the buyer station 34 or 36 is indicated at
62 in Figure 2. The computer 50 (preferably a personal

25 computer like the IBM PS/2 Model 50) is programmed to
provide a routine, indicated at 64, in which the operator
enters a password and/or an account number for the company
by which he is employed, as indicated at 66. The computer
50 decides, as indicated at 68, whether the password and

30 account number are valid. If not, the routine is ended as
indicated at 70. If they are valid, the computer displays a
menu screen as indicated at 72.

Each of the tables which is set forth in the
following text is a reproduction of the information which

35 appears on the screen of a video monitor at a buyer, vendor
or warehouse station.

Table I shows the first "screen" which appears at
the end of the start step 62 in Figure 2.
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(b) Item Inquiry Screen

Assume that the buyer has selected option 1 on the
main menu screen, namely, to display the item inquiry
screen. Referring to Figure 2, this selection process is

5 indicated at 74. It usually will be made by using one or
more key strokes on the keyboard of the computer 50 at the
buyer station 36. Alternatively, the selection can be made,
if the screen of the computer is of the "touch-screen"
variety by merely touching the number of the option

10 selected, or by the use of a "mouse" by moving the cursor
with the mouse and touching a button.

The completely inquiry procedure is illustrated in
the flow chart of Figure 3. This includes the entire
inquiry input phase which takes place at the buyer 1 s

15 terminal (indicated at 76 and 78 and the processing phase of
the inquiry (indicated at 80-98) which is performed by the .

central computer 38

.

The buyer is usually a distributor who is buying
products to fill an order from one of his customers. When

20 the inquiry option is selected, the operator may begin by
designating a customer in connection with this inquiry. If
he wants to store the inquiry for later recall, and limit
the matches only to this customer, then this entry is
mandatory. These customer account records may be stored in

25 a file in the buyer »s computer 50 and will never be sent to
the central computer 38. This ensures the confidentiality
of the identity of the buyer's customers.

To designate a customer, the operator can enter
the customer account code or the customer telephone number.

30 If he wishes, he can enter a few letters of the customer
name, and a listing of accounts starting at that point will
be displayed so he can choose the desired account.

The operator must enter an item or part number as
indicated at 76 in Figure 3. The item number can be, for

35 example, military part numbers or similar part numbers
selected to facilitate the alpha-numeric identification of a
substantial number of fasteners, electronic components or
other small parts. In any event, the part numbers are the
same for all users of the system.
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If the operator is entering a part number for a

generic type of fastener, the part number can be generated

by a series of table lookups. If this option is accepted,

the full description of the part can be displayed for

5 verification on the line below the item number. The

description is completely generated at the buyer's terminal

and is not sent to the central computer 38.

Items may be identified by more than one part

number. The system also offers the buyer a table of

10 interchangeable part numbers so that the buyer may enter any

of the applicable part numbers and will be assured of

getting the correct part. In addition the system permits

the buyer to enter substitute part numbers for items that

are slightly different from the basic part number. These

15 substantive parts may be offered only on quotations when

there is an insufficient quantity of the basic part in

inventory

.

The buyer may also activate, a history recall

module if desired. This module can be set to display

20 matching items for any customer , or only this customer. If

activated, any inquiry or quotation that was previously

stored in the buyer 1 s computer will be displayed immediately

after the item is entered. This step also is performed

entirely at the buyer's terminal.

25 After entering a part number, the operator

occasionally must enter a suffix number. A suffix number is

associated with only a small percentage of items because of

additional variations from a standard designation. If the

suffix number is known it should be entered. However, if

30 the suffix number is not known an asterisk may be entered

and all variations for that basic item will be listed*

The next step requires the operator to enter the

quantity of the particular item desired, as indicated at 78.

If prices for several different quantities are desired, the
35 largest quantity should be entered.

When the inquiry entry is complete, including all

items and quantities desired, the inquiry is sent, in batch,

to the central computer 38. The computer immediately

searches its memory (the process is depicted in steps 80-98)
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and returns a response, as indicated at 100, in batch, and

then disconnects. A typical response to an inquiry like

that in Table III, is shown in Table IV.

TABLE IV

12 345678
1234567890123456789012345678901234567890X234567890123456789012345678901234567690123

Avail credit $ 12,493.20 881207014 1

XiN PART NUMBER SUFPIX INO OTY SPLR COST O/T Bf OTY fiTOClt PRnnCTN
2
3

1 1AMS0412B 3000 ACME 12.00 H 4000 21855 75000 4
2 DITtO 3000 ZENI BELOW M 3500 7500 0 5
QUANTITY 0 100 1000 5000 15000 6
PRICING 15.52 14.35 12.80 12.35 11. SO 7
3 DITTO 300O TITA 12.44 M 500 0 55000 8
ADD' I. INVENTORY CARRIED AT TITANIC IMPORTS, CHICAGO, It. PHONE (312) 555-1212 9
4 1AMS0420D 25000 NOT LISTED 10
5 1GBC1432E F14412 1000 GYRO 6.55 C 2000 17500 0 11
6 1BWD0816A 500O ACME 4.35 M 5000 3344 0 12
7 DITTO 5000 ZENI 4.23 M 5000 26533 0 13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

0 s END, 1 = PRINT, 2 s STORE, 3 = PRINT AND STORE, 4 = RESCROLL ITEMS 24

Notes When sore than one supplier is listed tor the sane item, the vord "DITTO" is
displayed in place of the part number, the available credit is used as a guide to the
salesman vhen placing the order. *
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The Customer Inquiry Reply Screen will be

immediately displayed when the data is received from the

central computer 38. Since there will be more lines on the

reply screen than there were on the entry screen , they may

5 not all fit on a single screen. The operator will be

prompted when additional items are following, and is able to

scroll forwardly or backwardly at will. When the system

identifies more than one supplier offering the same item,

the item numbers following the first listing will read
10 "Ditto."

The field titled "INQ QTY" just repeats the
quantity of a particular item listed in the original inquiry
entry. The field titled "SPLR" shows a four letter code

which identifies the supplier. The field titled "COST" is

15 the net price the buyer will pay for the item regardless of

the quantity ordered. If there is a quantity discount

schedule, this field will say "BELOW" and the various

quantity/price reductions will be shown on the next two
lines

•

20 The field titled "U/I" shows the units for the
price. If the unit is "M", "C", or "Ea.", then the quantity
is in numbers of pieces. If the unit is "Lbs", "Ft", etc.

then the quantity is based on that unit.

The field titled "BX QTY" shows the number of

25 pieces in a full container. If the order quantity is not an
even increment of the box quantity, then a surcharge may be
added to the buyer 1 s total cost. If the item is prepackaged
in a fixed quantity package, then this field will blink
indicating that only even increments of this quantity may be

30 ordered. If a supplier or vendor offers both prepackaged
and bulk quantities of an item, then each item will be
displayed on a separate line.

The field titled "STOCK" shows the current
inventory level of the particular item in the warehouse. If

35 the quantity requested exceeds the amount in inventory, an
alternative source with inventory on hand may be displayed.
The field titled "PRODCTN" indicates the number of pieces
that are in production by the supplier. The operator may
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display the earliest scheduled delivery date for a
production order by selecting a designated key.

After reviewing the Customer Inquiry Reply Screen
(off-line), the operator may have five options. They are:
1) exit the application; 2) print a copy of the inquiry
reply (quotation) for the customer; 3) print a copy of the
inquiry reply for the buyer's own files; 4) store the
inquiry reply in the local history file; or 5) place an
order for some or all of the parts, if a quotation is to be
printed for the customer, the operator will enter the
selling prices and delivery promises and then print out the
quotation on his company's letterhead or quotation form. An
inquiry reply copy for the buyer's own files can just be
printed as is or with the quote to the customer added on
(see Table V below). If the inquiry reply is to be stored,
then it will be stored in the local history file where it
will be ready for recall if a matching item and customer
inquiry is entered later. This inquiry reply can also be
recalled and modified to serve as an order entry.
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12345*78
1234S678901234567B901234567B901234S678901234S67B901234S678901234S678901234567890123

Spectrum Electronics. Inc. Avail credit $ 12,493.20

Will also be getting * quote from R t R Fasteners.

X;H part number
1 1AM80412B
2 DITTO
QUANTITY 0

PRICING 15.52
3 DITTO

SUFFIX

100
14.35

WO ore ££&B
3000 ACME
3000 2ENI

1000 5000
12.80 12.35

3000 TITA

COST U/I pX OTY
12.00 M
BELOW M

15000
11.80

12.44 M

4000
3500

881207014

STOCK PRODCTH
21885 75000
7500 0

55000

ADD'L INVENTORY CARRIED AT TITANIC IMPORTS, CHICAGO, IL.

4 1AMS0420D
5 1GBC1432E
6 1BWD0816A
7 DITTO
LH PART NUMBER
1 1AM30412B
4 1AH80420D
5 1GBC1432E
7 1BWD0816A

F14412

SUFFIX

F14412

25000
1000 GYRO
5000 ACHE
5000 ZENI

INO OTY 8FLR
3000 ACHE

25000 EXEL
1000 GYRO
5000 ZENI

500 <

PHONE (312) 555-1212
NOT LISTED

6.55 C 2000 17500
4.35 H 5000 3344
4.23 M 5000 26533
SELL U/I REMARKS

22.15 M 3 days
38.00 M 4 WKS Phone quote
9.90 C 3 DAYS
8.77 M 3 DAYS

s BHD, 1 = PRINT, 2 = STORE, 3 = PRINT AND STORE, 4 = RESCROLL ITEMS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Motet The system allows the operator to enter prices quoted to the customer. They are

listed with a separate heading below the last item quoted. For convenience, the

salesnan also entered a price quoted for item line 4 by a phone quote from "EXEL".
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While it is not shown as an option on the Customer
Inquiry Reply Screen, it is possible to modify the system to
permit order entry from this screen. The operator would
either retype the appropriate order information in a special

5 portion of the screen, or simply highlight the items
desired.

(c) Item Ordering Screen

When the operator has determined which items he
wishes to order he types a to exit from the Inquiry

10 Reply Screen and to return to the Master Menu Screen. At
the Master Menu Screen (see Table II) the operator chooses
option 2, Order Entry. The Purchase Order Screen is then
displayed. This screen is shown in Table VI , below. The
Order Entry process is illustrated in the flow chart of

15 Figure 4.
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TABLE VI

12 345678
123<S678901234567B90123456789012345678901234S6789012345678901234Sg78901234S67e9012

Purchase order Header Screen Byetev order auabert
ship to* _ Distributor order no.

Ship vias
Drop Bhip (Y/H)t m
customer order no*

LH PART KPHBBR SUFFIX ORD QTY 8PLR
1 1AHS0412B 3000 ACHE
2 1GBCX432B F14412 1000 GYRO
3 Please pack above item in a cardboard carton by itself.
4 1BWD0816A 5000 ZENI

o g Add nev it—, i = End Item Entry, 2 s Abort Order
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15

The top part of the Purchase Order Screen is
called the Header Screen. This Header Screen need only be
filled in completely when the shipment of the order is other
than directly to the buyer by normal freight. The

5 Distributor order no. and Ship via fields must always be
filled by the operator. If the Drop ship code is »Y» the
Customer order no. field and Ship To field will also be
filled in by the operator. If the Drop ship field is «N'
the buyer's warehouse name and address will automatically be

10 displayed.

In order to begin placing an order, a '0' is
entered to permit an item (indicated at 102) , quantity
(indicated at 104), and supplier (indicated at 106) to be
entered. The operator may input this information by
consulting the buyer's printed copy of the inquiry reply.
Alternatively, this information may be transferred from an
inquiry reply which was previously saved in local the
computer's memory. It is not necessary to enter an item on
every line. Comments can be entered to let the warehouse
know how to handle a particular portion of an order, if at
any time the operator wishes to abort the preparation of an
order, he may do so by selecting option '2'. it should be
understood that this entire order entry procedure is
accomplished off-line on the local computer.

Once the order entry is complete, the operator
selects option •!• to signify this completion and the entire
purchase order is sent, in batch, to the central computer
38. Upon receipt of the order, the central computer 38
first checks to insure that the buyer has any remaining

30 credit, indicated at 108. (As a subscriber to the system,
the buyer must establish a stand by letter of credit with a
particular bank in order to purchase any items.) if the
buyer has credit, the quantities requested are examined
against current warehouse inventory (indicated at 134) . if
the quantities requested do not exceed the inventory then
the total monetary value of the order is calculated and
compared to the value of the buyer's currently available
line of credit (indicated at 122) . If the amount of the
order does not exceed the buyer's credit, and all previous

20

25

35
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criteria have been met the order is accepted (indicated at
126) . A sample Order Acceptance Screen is shown in Table
VII, below.
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12 3 * 5 6 7 a
1234S67a901234567B9012345678901234Sg7a901234367e901234S67B901234Sg7Bg012345g7iMlM

Purchase Order Header Screen
Ship To:

System order number i vhyrlulseq
Distributor order no,
Bhip viai
Drop ship (y/H) i S
Custoner order no.

^flSf1 SffiZH ORP QTY SPLR COST 0/1 EXTENSION
J 3000 ACHE "^0© M : 36.00
2 16BC1432B P14412 1000 GYRO 6.55 C 65.50
I Ti»^!,?!

Ck ab0v# iteB in * c«dboard carton by itaelf.
4 1BND0816A 5000 2£NI 4#23 M 21 1$

0 - Print order, l s End intry Estimated UPS charges* $3.17
$127.65
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The acceptance screen supplies a system order
number, the shipping weight, the cost of the goods including
all extra charges and the estimated shipping charges.

If the buyer's credit is not good, he is precluded
from transmitting his order (indicated at 110) . if the
buyer's credit is insufficient or one or more items are not
in stock in the necessary quantities, the central computer
will send an order rejection (indicated at 120 and 136,
respectively) which is displayed as an Order Rejection
Screen. A sample Order Rejection Screen is shown in Table
VIII, below.
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TABLE VIII

M FART HPHBgR
1 1AHS0412B
2 1GBC1432E

SUFFIX

F14412

PRO OTY gPLR
3000 ACME
1000 GYRO

SSSX ail OTY AVATL
12.00 M 3000
6*55 C 1000

5000 2EHI 4.23 H 3500 Short

0°fBnd^t^0
;
f^^^BNT QUANTITY AVAILABLE,o - end ^try, x = Prlnt a = Modify ordor for rowtry

1
2
3
4
5
4
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
14
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
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If the order is rejected for credit reasons it can
be modified to an acceptable total monetary value, if the
order is rejected for insufficient stock it can be modified
to limit the quantity ordered to the amount in stock or
less.

If a particular item is not available in a
sufficient quantity in the warehouse, it may be reserved
through the reservation system.

(d) Reservation System

There are no backorders allowed in this system.
Experience has shown that back ordered products tend not to
be available on the promised date or are no longer needed by
the time they arrive. Instead, in the present system, the
buyer can reserve an item that is not available from stock.

15 This reservation process is illustrated in the flow chart of
Figure 5. The buyer can designate that the particular item
come from the first supplier having the part available or he
can specify that the part must come from a one supplier.

The buyer may inquire, through the system, to get
the scheduled delivery date for all items that are currently
in production by the supplier. These dates are subject to
revision as the supplier schedules his production lines and
thus cannot be guaranteed.

When the reserved parts are received in stock, the
buyer will be immediately advised of that fact by the
central computer during (indicated at 166) an off-hours
transmission to the buyer's I/O device and the reservation
will be automatically removed from the reservation file
(indicated at 167) . The buyer then has the option to enter
an order for the parts, as described above, if he still
needs or wants them.

The buyer may add, change or delete reservation
items at amy time. As such, he may display all his
outstanding reservations as needed (indicated at 162) . A
listing of all items on reserve will be made available to
all affected suppliers to help expedite delivery (indicated
at 152), and to give them an opportunity to contact the
buyer directly (indicated at 158)

.

20

25

30

35
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10

15

The Reservation Screen, shown below in Table IX,
is relatively simple and straightforward. First, the
operator must return to the Master Menu Screen (Table II)
and select option 3.

Once again,, off-line,-a Reservation Screen is
generated which requires the operator to enter the item
number (indicated at 140), any suffix, the supplier code
(indicated at 144) the quantity (indicated at 142) and
optional internal remarks (which permit a buyer to track his
reasons for ordering) and external remarks (which are
reported to the supplier) . Once the screen is filled in, it
is sent, in batch, to the central computer 38. The central
computer 38 returns a Reservation Estimated Delivery Screen
which lists the most current information on the quantity in
production and the expected arrival date of the product (s).
(see Table X)

.
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TABLE XX12345678
13345678901234567890123456789012343678901234567890X234567890X2345678901234567890123

Items X234S678901234567890 suffix: 12345673 Suppliers 1234 Quantity: 1234567
supplier Remarket
Internal Remarket

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

TABLE X12345670
12345676901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456709012345678901234567890123

Item: llilllllllllllillill suffix: iniiiii Supplier: * Quantity: lllllll
Supplier Remarks t

Internal Remarks:
supplier t 1111 Due date: xx/xx/xx Qty in prod: 11111X11 or* No: llllilllll
suppliers 2222 Due date: yy/yy/yy Qty in prods 22222222 ord Mo: 2222222222

Item: 33333333333333333333 SUffixt 33333333 Supplier: 3333 Quantity: 3333333
supplier Remarks:
Internal Remarks:
Supplier: 3333 Due date: %%/%%/z% Qty in prod: 33333333 Ord Ho: 3333333333

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
IS
19
20
21
22
23
24
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It is also possible to obtain a summary of a
buyer 1 s outstanding or shipped orders at any time. By
choosing option '5» on the Master Menu Screen, the system
returns a summary of all orders. The summary includes: the
system order number; the buyer's order number, if any; the
method of shipment; the date shipped; the shipping charges
and the order value, (see Table XI).
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TABLE XI

12 345678
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123

SYS ORD HO. ST TOUR ORDER NO.
01890X20024 30 J983241

DS SHXP(PED) VIA
N UPS

DATESHIP SHPCBO P ORD VU. ITH
04/17/89 4.27 P 129.43 4
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(e) Billing Procedures

As stated above, the Buyer is obligated to

maintain a letter of credit with a bank before he will be
permitted to purchase any items. The billing procedure is

5 illustrated in the flow chart of Figure 6. The letter of

credit can be for any amount designated by the buyer. For
ordering purposes, the total of all unpaid invoices and new
orders cannot exceed the credit amount.

In practice, the buyer's designated account will
10 automatically be debited on the final billing due date

through an electronic funds transfer program (indicated at

174) . This gives the buyer the maximum benefit of the
float* In order to keep the buyer apprised of these
transactions, he will receive a report recapping the details

15 of each invoice submitted in the prior billing period. The
total of this listing will be debited from the buyer 1 s

account on the date specified (indicated at 174) (the last
day of the billing period) • This report is downloaded from
the central computer 38 to the buyer's computer during off-

20 hours, in batch.

The suppliers will simultaneously be credited for
the value of their parts that were shipped, by the same
electronic funds transfer program (indicated at 170) . They
too will receive a report detailing the items shipped and

25 their destination. This report is also downloaded from the
central computer 38, during off-hours in batch.

2. WAREHOUSE CONTROL SYSTEM

(a) Receiving and Storage

Referring now to Figure 7, items are received at
30 one end of a warehouse 184, and stored temporarily near the

receiving door in a temporary storage area T. The
containers for each item are brought together, and a

receiving entry is made into a nearby terminal 186 which is
linked to the central computer 38. Individual labels are

35 printed for each container that indicate which random
storage location the container is to be stored in. (See

Table XII, below). A bar code label is also affixed to each
container to identify the individual container. The
computer record for each container will carry the shelf or
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pallet location, the part number, the quantity in the
container, the supplier identification code, the date
received, the supplier production order number, the source
batch control number, the gross weight of the container and

5 the bar code record. (See Table XIII for the screen used to
enter new receipts)

.
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TABLE XII

RECEIVING LABEL Key to Label

08/25/88 JR 12-44-37

JR 12-44-37
ARD0416FG 37,000
4-40 X 1/2 PHIL PAN MS ZINC
ORD# J27119 CTL# 1299-4128

KEY:
A =
B -
C =
D =
E »
F =
G »
H «
I «

date received
Self check digit
Shelf location, small print
Shelf location, large print
Part number
Quantity in container
Description
Production order number, by supplier
Batch source control number, by supplier
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TABLE XXII

12345670
12345678901234567090123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123

(Supplier naae, city, state, contact and phone vill go here)

Supplier codes 1234 Replenishment Mot 12345678901 Mo cntrs ebpdr 123

ItSi Mot 12345678901234567890 Buftixt 12345678 Total qtj Shipped* 12345678

(Description vill be shown here)

Vo cntrs actually reed: 123 res/pound: 123456.7

Batch ctl no: 123456789012 Insp cextif no: 12345678901

cntr type Cntrs reed Qty/cntr Gross wt/cntr Extension Met wt/cntr

12 123 12345678 123.4 12345678 123.4
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10

Two storage procedures may be employed in the
warehouse system. The first system provides for two storage
sections, "A" and «B» as shown in Figure 7. Section "B" 188
is for all full and sealed containers, while section "A" 190
and 192 is for all open containers. Only one open container
of each item is maintained.

When containers are received in the warehouse,
they are initially assigned a "B" storage location. Only
one open container of a particular item can be stored in a
single "A" storage location. The "A" containers can be
further divided into two categories, such as cartons 192 and
kegs 190 (e.g. cartons will weigh up to 50 pounds and kegs
will weigh over 50 pounds) . The sole purpose for this
division is that when fill orders for partial container

15 quantities are filled, the carton is brought to a counting
scale, while a counting scale is brought to the heavier
kegs.

When items are retrieved in response to an order,
the required amount is retrieved first from unopened

20 containers in the «B« section. The remainder of the order
is then filled from the "A" section. If the amount in the
container in the "A" section is still insufficient, then
before the current "A" container has been exhausted, a
container is brought from the "B" section, which after
filling the balance of the order, replaces the original "A"
container in the "A" storage section. Since the "A" section
is very small and located near the shipping area, and since
the majority of odd lot orders will be filled from MAW
containers, a large labor savings is realized. This is
because the need for order pickers to traverse the entire
warehouse when filling an order from an open container is
eliminated, with the present system, it is not necessary to
bring an open container to a scale and then return it to a
shelf which may be located at the far end of the warehouse.

The second storage procedure employs four separate
storage areas designated "A", «B", »C" and "D" as shown in
Figure 8. Storage area »A» is virtually the same as area
nAn in the previous system.

25

30

35
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The "B" area 188 • is for full containers. Only
one container will reside in each location. Further, the
nB" area 188" is subdivided into sections by container size.

The "C" area 210, like the »B" area 188' , is also

5 for full containers. However, in the "C" area 210, each
location is capable of storing multiple containers of the
same item and batch. It too is subdivided into smaller
sections according to container size. By storing multiple
container in the same shelf location, space is saved by

10 eliminating intervening shelves.

The nDn area 212 is for full pallets of incoming
containers. If the entire pallet consists of cartons or
kegs of the same item, the most efficient way to store them
is on the pallet without removing the containers.

15 In order to maximize efficiency, only containers
of the same size can initially be stored on the pallet in

the "D" area 212. The system will subsequently allow
different items to be moved to the same pallet if the
containers are of the same size. This will only be done if

20 there is a shortage of empty pallet locations.

This second system is designed to maximize the
density of storage while minimizing the labor to handle the
containers and pallets. In order to do this, certain
guidelines are followed by the system:

25 (a) When an entire pallet contains only one item,
the pallet is stored in the nDw area 212 in a vacant pallet
location. When such a pallet is stored, the system
designates it as a pallet with a particular container size.
Once assigned, the container size remains constant as long

30 as there are containers on the pallet. After the location
becomes vacant, a different container size may be assigned.

(b) If no vacant pallet locations are available,
the system reports which pallets have the fewest containers
and which pallets have the same size containers with space

35 to receive more. Thus, by filling up pallets wherever
possible, maximum density of storage is achieved.

As with the nBn and "Cw areas, and the first
system, containers may be removed from the nDn section
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either to be shipped directly to the customer or to replace
a container in "A" that has been depleted,

(b) Order Filling

Orders will be picked in a batch environment.
5 This means that only a group of orders will be picked at any

given time period yielding far greater efficiency.
In practice, individual items to make up each

order, are picked and brought to a central point where they
are consolidated with all the items for a particular order.

10 All orders which have two or more items are assigned a
"cubby hole" or space location where the items for an order
will be accumulated. The central computer 38 calculates the
weight and volume required for that order and assigns a
cubby hole in the consolidation shelves area 198 large

15 enough to accommodate all the items. If more than one order
in the batch is being shipped to the same designation, each
order is flagged so that they can be combined in a single
shipping container.

Three sets of labels and two sets of documents are
20 printed for each batch of orders. These documents and

labels control the movement of containers from the "B" area
to the customer to the "A" area to the customer, and from
the "B" area to the "A" area. One set of documents is the
actual picking lists that will eventually be included with

25 the shipment. The other set of documents lists the WAW to
customer shipments. This set of documents is actually
identical to the set of »'A" to customer labels, but contains
additional information which is used in conjunction with an
WAM control card. These labels and documents include bar

30 codes that are checked against the labels pasted on the
containers so that the shipment of the correct parts is
verified.

As indicated above, one set of labels, the "A" to
nBn labels, controls the movement of full nBw containers

35 being sent to the "A" area to replenish an nAw box that will
be exhausted. (See Table XIV) . These "B" containers are
pulled first to enable the "A" to customer counts to
proceed.
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TABLE XIV

»B" TO "A" LABEL Key to Label

09/12/88 7 JR 31-72-81

JR 31-7E-S1
JR 12-44-37 08/25/88 4

ARD0416FG 37,000
4-40 X 1/2 PHIL PAN MS ZINC
ORD# J27119 CTLf 1299-4128

KEY:
A « Date transferred from "B" to "Aw
B » Self check digit for "A" location
C - Shelf location, small print for "A" location
D - Shelf location, large print for "A" location
E «= Original "Bw location
P = Original receipt date
G « Self check digit for original «B" location
H Part number
I « Quantity in container
J » Description
K » Production order number, by supplier
I* » Batch source control number, by supplier
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A second set of labels controls the moveinent of
full containers being shipped directly to the customer.
(Table XV)

. These containers are pulled after the "B" to
"A" containers have been pulled.
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TABLE XV

"B" TO CUSTOMER LABEL Key to Label

09/12/88 JR 12-44-37

JR 1E-44-37
FM # 89137149 37,000
TITAN ENTERPRISES CORP. 142
ORD# TH772144 6 OF 11

KEY!
A =
B =
C =
D =
E =
F =
G

Date shipped from Fastener Mall
Self check digit
Shelf location, small print
Shelf location, large print
Fastener Hall system order number
Quantity in container

H =
I =

J =

= Suppliers name, if shipped to distributor
Distributor's name, if shipped to distributor's customer= Cubby hole number
Distributor's order number, if shipped to distributor
Customer's order number, if shipped to distributor's customerContainer count OF total containers in shipment
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The third set of labels is used to pick the "A" to
customer items (see Table XVI, below). If the items to be
picked from the "A" area are stored in cartons, the labels
are given to a person who takes the cartons off the "A"
shelf and brings them to conveyors 200. The labels are
placed in the open containers which are put on the conveyors
200 bringing them to scale count tables 194. The quantity
necessary to fill each order is taken from the cartons, and
put in small bags or boxes. The "A" to customer labels are
pasted on these containers. The original "A" cartons, or
•»BM to "A" carton, if any were needed, are placed on a
return conveyor 200 which carries the cartons back towards
the "A" area. The same process is followed for "A" kegs,
but since kegs are much heavier, the scale is brought to the

15 kegs at 190.

10
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TABLE XVI

"A" TO CUSTOMER LABEL

09/12/88 7 JR 31-72-81

JR 31-72-81
ORD# J27119 CTL# 1299-4128

FM # 89137149 4,215
TITAN ENTERPRISES CORP. 142
ORD# TN772144 2 OF 3

Key to LabelABC
D

E F

G H
I J
K L

KEY:
A = Date shipped from Fastener Hall
B = Self check digit
C = Shelf location, small print
D = Shelf location, large print
E ** Supplier production order number
F = Supplier batch control number
G » Fastener Mall system order number
H - Quantity in container
I » supplier's name, if shipped to distributor

Distributor's name, if shipped to distributor's customer
J * Cubby hole number
K « Distributor's order number, if shipped to distributor

Customer's order number, if shipped to distributor's customer
L « Container count OF total containers in shipment
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The person counting the parts, has a computer
printed report listing the same data that is printed on the
labels. The report also includes additional data that is
used with information printed on a card which is pasted to

5 the front of each WA" container. This MA" Control Card is
used to keep a running balance of the quantity of parts
remaining in the container. The card also assigns a
sequence number for each transaction which results in the
removal of parts from the container or which brings a new

10 container from the MB" area. The posting of such
transaction data from the printed report to the control card
is an additional guarantee that the correct parts are being
shipped to the customer. (This control card is explained in
detail below)

.

15
.

When a number of "A" to customer items have been
picked, the containers (bags or small boxes) of those items
are placed on a conveyor 204. which brings them to an
assembly table 196. The second printed document list which
is a packing list is ultimately sent to the customer with

20 his order. This document is sent to the assembly table 196
prior to the arrival of picked cartons. If the order calls
for two or more items, this packing list is placed into the
appropriate cubby hole to await all the items. If the order
calls for only one item, the packing list is held at the

25 assembly table 196 without placement into a particular cubby
hole. In such a situation, the item is sent to the shipping
area S, via conveyor 202, as soon as it reaches the assembly
table 196. In an order requiring a plurality of items, the
containers of those items are placed in the appropriate

30 cubby holes based on the cubby hole number printed on each
label. When the last item has been brought to the cubby
hole, the order is sent by conveyor 202 to the shipping area
S.

The shipping area S has two locations. The first
35 location is for heavy orders which require shipment by

commercial freight 206. The second location is for lighter
orders which can be sent by DPS or the like 208.

When items are received, in addition to the
production number from the supplier, a source batch control
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number is printed on the label which is placed on the face
of each carton. These numbers are also recorded in the
computer record for each container. When any container
quantity is to be shipped, these reference numbers are again

5 printed on the label that will be pasted on the front of the
container in which the item will be shipped. These numbers
are also printed on the packing slip and invoice and are
retained in the computer memory for a number of years after
shipment

.

10 The use of this source batch control number
facilitates the cross-referencing to every container
associated with each separate lot contained in a shipment.
Thus, if certain sensitive items require special inspection
processes, and the inspection documentation must be sent to

15 the customer with the parts, the inspection documents,
including applicable certificates, can be electronically
scanned when the parts are first received • This data can
then be held in the computer memory, Whenever an order
calling for these special containers is processed, the

20 inspection documentation automatically prints along with the
packing slip and invoice.

When the original receiving label is pasted on the
front of an incoming container, it includes a "self-check"
digit. This is a parity check that validates the shelf

25 location number. When the label used to ship the container
or move it to the "A" area is printed, it will show the same
self check digit. This new label will be pasted next to the
original incoming label, and the two self check digits will
be compared and circled by the stock person. If the two

30 check digits do not match, the wrong container was pulled.

Parts which come from an "A" container also have a

fail-safe control. This control comes from the "A" control
card which is pasted to the front of each "A" container.
(See Table XVII, below) . The card functions similarly to a

35 checkbook record. The quantity removed is subtracted from
the prior balance and any additional quantities (via nBw to
nAn container transactions) are added. The card also shows
the transaction quantity, the new balance, the date, the
transaction number and the warehouse person making the
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transaction. This same data is printed on the report used
by the person at the scale count tables 194. When that
person receives the container, he must transfer this data
from the report to the control card, and enter his initials

5 and the date, if the opening balance does not match, or if
the transaction number is different, the wrong container has
been pulled. If an error occurs, the transaction can be
reconstructed and the record set straight between the two
items; the one that should have been shipped and the one

10 that was actually shipped.
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TABLE XVII

JR 31-72-81 7 09/12/88

ARD0416FG 4-40 X 1/2 PHIL PAN MS ZINC

ORD# J27119 CTLf 1299-412846 47

89127135

LT 08/04/88

785 1

36,215

89127491 25,000

LT 09/02/88 11,215

89131337 2,000

LT 09/06/88 9,215

89136293 5,000

LT 09/11/88 4,215

89137028 4,215

LT 09/12/88

JR 12-44-37 37,000

LT 09/12/88 37,000

89137028 5,785

LT 09/12/88 31,215

89137149 12,500

LT 09/12/88 18,715

8
89137517 5,000

LT 09/12/88 13,715
8
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A sample "A" control card is shown in Table XVII.
Each card is designed to hold twenty entries in two columns
of ten each. The digits 0 through 9 at the sides of the
card are preprinted. The label at the top of the card is
automatically printed by the central computer 38 after every
twenty entries, and is included in the sequence of "A" to
customer labels. The two digits, in this case 46 and 47,
printed on the label in the lower left and lower right
comers, are the first two digits of a three digit sequence
number referred to in the "A" to customer listing. Thus,
the top entry in the left column is really sequence number
460 while the second entry from the top in the right column
is sequence number 471. The next "A" container label to
print for this item will have the digits 48 and 49 in the
two lower corners, and will be pasted on the next card. In
the example illustrated in Table XVII, an "A" container had
37,000 pieces, on 8/4/88, 785 pieces were removed for order
89127135. This left a balance of 36,215 pieces. On 9/2/88,
25,000 more pieces were taken out for order number 89127491,
leaving a balance of 11,215 pieces, on 9/6 and 9/11, two
more orders were filled leaving a balance of 4,215. This is
the starting point for the picking list shown in Table
XVIII. order number 89137028 called for 10,000 pieces, but
the container showed only 4,215 pieces. Therefore, the

25 4,215 pieces were packed for the order and a new "B" to "A"
box was brought from the location JR 12-44-37 with 37,000
pieces in it. The balance of 5,785 pieces need to make up
the 10,000 piece order was taken out and packed separately.

15

20

30

35

With this approach, not only is the inventory
verified as each new container comes from the wBn area to
the "A" area, but it is easy to spot-check the accuracy of
the parts in the "A- container. Whenever desired, the parts
in the open "A" container can be counted, and this count
should match the quantity shown as the last entry on the
card. There is no need for an inventory cut-off nor is it
necessary to check back with the computer since the card
entries are actually controlled by the computer, since both
the card entry and removal of the parts occurs at the same
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time, the last card balance and the contents of the

container should always be the same.

As indicated above, orders are maintained in the

central computer 38 in accordance with the description

5 provided earlier. Upon acceptance of an order, the central
computer 38 can be called upon to create and print out an

order picking list. An example of such a picking list is

shown in Table XVIII.
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TABLE XVIII

JR 31-72-81 7 ARD0416FG 4-40 X 1/2 PHIL PAN MS ZINC
REFERENCE NO. AMOUNT BALANCE SEQ NO.

4,215 463
89137028 4,215- 0 464
JR 12-44-37 37,000 37,000 465
89137028 5,785 31,215 466
89137149 12,500 18,715 467
89137517 5,000 13,715 468

JR 31-72-93 5 FJW1648F6 3/8-16 X 2 SOC CAP BRASS NI
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10

Each item to be counted to fill an order is
separated by a dotted line on the picking list. The data on
the first line of each entry shows the "A" box location, a
"self check" digit, the part number, and the item
description. The transaction data will be copied to an "A"
control card by a warehouse operator. Before removing the
parts from the box, or making the "A" control card entry,
the operator must verify the "self check" digit by circling
it on this listing. Thus, when the data itself is entered,
the operator will be verifying the opening balance and the
sequence number. The first three columns of data are
transferred to this "A" control card as well as the date and
the operator's initials. The sequence number is pre-printed
on the control card and does not have to be entered.

15 Table XIX, below, depicts a typical customer
packing list. This shipment is going to a buyer. If it
were being shipped directly to the buyer's customer, the
"bill to" would show the customer's billing address and the
"ship to" would show the customer's shipping address. The

20 order number would be the order number that the customer
gave to the buyer. The names "Zenith" and "Top Notch" are
the supplier names. If the shipment went directly to the
customer, these would both read "Titan", the buyer's name.
While the above order filling sequence has been described

25 with reference to the "A" and "B" system, the "A", "B", nC"
and »D" system functions in essentially, the same manner
with the "B", "C" f and "D» locations simply constituting
alternative storage areas for full containers. The purpose
of these areas, as described above, is to improve warehouse
flow and maximize storage efficiency and density. Thus, the
additional «c» and "D" storage areas do not impact the order
filling process in any significant manner.

30
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TABLE XIX

Sold To:
Titan Enterprises
123 Main Street
Hoboken, N.J. 12345

Ship To:

Same

P.O. No. Shmpt No. Date Ship Via Page

TH772144 89137028 09/12/88 UPS 01/01

Quantity Items

4,000 AFM04LR Zenith
4-40 HEX MS NUT BRASS
4,000 JR 87-91-14 CTL# 1017-8192 1

10,000 ARD1424FG Top Notch
4-40 X 1/2 PHIL PAN MS ZINC
4,125 JR 31-72-81 CTL# 1299-4128
5,785 JR 31-72-81 CTL# 1299-4128

2
3
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Weights are used as a secondary means to ensure
that the correct parts are being shipped. As parts are
received in the warehouse, the gross weight of each

container is entered into the central computer 38. This

5 weight, together with the original container quantity and
container size, remains permanently in the record. When an
order is to be shipped, the system calculates the weight of
the entire order. When a partial container quantity is to
be shipped, the weight of the quantity shipped is estimated

10 as a percentage of the net weight of the original container.
This estimate is further matched against the actual net
weight for each partial container quantity when the parts
are on the counting scale. The counting scale reports the
net weight to the warehouse local computer in conjunction

15 with the bar code checks that will also be made (see below)

.

The estimated gross shipping weight of the order will be
printed on the packing list as a guide for the shipping
clerk.

As an additional control, the weight, quantity,
20 container size, date received, and batch control number of

the last container received are stored in the item number
master record. As each new batch of items is received, the
ratio of the new container quantity and weight is compared
to the old container quantity and weight. If there is a

25 wide discrepancy the receiving clerk is notified and the
matter can be investigated further.

(c) Bar Code Controls

There are two local warehouse computers or PC's in
an individual warehouse 186 and 212. These PC's serve to

30 off-load some of the work from the central computer 38, such
as validation and data collection. The first PC 186 is for
receiving and the second is for picking and/or shipping 212.

In the receiving area, the data required consists
of open replenishment orders, the last receiving weight data

35 on the inventory master record, the self container size file
and the next available wBn , "cn or nD" area shelf locations.

In the picking and shipping areas, the order data
is down-loaded to a PC after each batch of packing lists and
labels is printed. The data includes information on all
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10

"A", "B», «C» and »D» containers, and the weight for each
item. The full container weight will come directly from the
receiving weight stored on the "B", "C" and "D" container

_records. The partial container weight will be calculated
from the full box weight in the container master file.

As a container is received in the warehouse, a bar
code label is affixed to the face of the container. This
bar code label may be either pre-printed or printed by the
PC 186 at the point of entry into the warehouse 184. In
practice, the bar code label is affixed to each printed
location label which is also affixed to the container. As
each printed receiving label is affixed to a container, the
bar code is scanned and thereby linked with the record which
supports the receiving label (Shown in Table XII). When the

15 shipping documentation is prepared for printing, the
appropriate batch of orders is downloaded from the central
computer 38 to the PC for order picking and shipping.
Associated with the downloaded record of each order is the
record of the bar code for each container.

20 As a container is moved around the warehouse, from
a «B", »C», or «D« location to be sent to the "A" area or
shipped, the same bar code label remains affixed to the
container. As each new label directing the container to a
particular location is generated, the original bar code

25 record is retained both on the container and in the
computer.

When a partial container quantity of an item is
required to fill an order, the "A" container bearing its
original bar code label, is brought to the counting tables

30 194. A person at the counting tables 194 enters the order
number and scans the bar code label on the "A" container.
If the proper "A" container has been brought the PC 212 will
verify this. If an improper container has been brought, the
PC 212 will indicate that the container does not belong with

35 that order. When the counting of the partial quantity is
complete, a new bar code label is affixed to that container
and scanned. The PC 212 then substitutes the new bar code
number for the old bar code number in association with the
WA" to customer label for this particular order. The
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original bar code label remains on the "A" container and
further remains associated with that container's current
label.

From the counting tables 194, all containers which
5 make up an order are sent to the shipping areas. At the

shipping area, the bar code labels on each container are
scanned . Before an order leaves a warehouse, the PC 212
must verify that all the proper containers are in place.
This is done by verifying that each bar code, in fact,

10 matches the container bar codes for that order stored in the
system.

3. SUPPLIER INTERACTION

(a) Computer Access Options

As shown in Table XX below, a master menu, is

15 available to each supplier which lists the options he may
access in interacting with the warehouse system. The first
option, Maintenance Inventory Records, permits the supplier
to add or delete items to be maintained in the warehouse
system and to change selling prices of the particular items

20 maintained in the warehouse system. The Maintenance Working
Tables option allows a supplier to designate his lead time
to manufacture his product, to prohibit certain buyers from
purchasing his products and to designate certain discounts
or adders for individual customers.

25
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12 3 4 5 «78
1234567890123456789012345678901234567890X234567890123456789012345678901234567690123

MA8TER MENU OPTIONS:

1. Maintenance inventory records

2. Maintenance working tables

3. Replenishment ordtrs

4. Inquiry

5. Enter order to ship to subscriber distributor or others

6* Item number tutorial

Either
9. Process New Data From Central

No New Data From Central

PLEASE ENTER YOUR SELECTION NUMBER

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

SvstL^i'tw iJ^El t
ntJ? pf?

Bpt *™ Permanently on the screen. The2^t2 toc^g 2Kl?e 2 lMt °Pti°na - ^ not there is
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The option titled Replenishment Orders, permits
the supplier to indicate when a new supply of a particular
item will be sent to the warehouse system and in what
quantities. - -

•

5 The Inquiry option is virtually identical to the
inquiry option available to a buyer. In this case, it

simply allows a supplier or vendor to determine current
price and availability of parts for his own customer from
his own stock in the warehouse system,

10 The option titled, Enter Order to Ship to
Subscriber Distributer or Others, permits a supplier to
place an order for any of his parts maintained in the
warehouse system to be shipped to either a distributer who
subscribes to the warehouse system or anyone else who deals

15 directly with the supplier or vendor. The warehouse system
does not build a barrier between the supplier and his
customer. Instead it acts as a filter relieving both
supplier and customer of laborious inquiries and orders for
small quantities. The customer is encouraged to call the

20 supplier for additional discounts on large quantity orders,
(see Figure 5, step 158) If such a discount is granted the
order must be put in by the supplier so the system will know
that the price is authorized. The entry of orders for non-
subscribers occurs frequently when the supplier maintains

25 his entire inventory in the warehouse system. In such
cases, all direct orders from the supplier to his customers
are necessarily handled in this manner*

(b) Inventory Records

When the Maintenance Inventory Records option is
30 selected from the Master Menu Options Screen, the screen

shown in Table XXI is displayed. This screen is used to add
a new item, change or delete data for an existing item,
change descriptions for non-generic or generic items, and
change descriptions for items with suffixes. It can also be

35 used to add, delete and display alternate and substitute
item numbers.
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TABLE XXI

12345670
12345678901234567090123456789012345676901234567890123456789012345676901234567890123

ITEM XUKBBR: 12345678901234567890 SUFFIX: 12345678

SUPPLIER PAST MUXBER: 12345678901234567890 ALT ITEM: H SUB ITEM? M

BASS PRICE: 123456.78 U/Xt 123 PROD CODES 12 QTT/DIfiC CODE: 12

DATE CREATED: XX/XX/XX STATUS: 0 LEAD TIME: 12 - PRICE 8UPRE88: N

HOH GENERIC DESCR: -

123456789012345678901234567090123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678

SUPPLEMENTAL DESCR:
123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345670901234567890123456789012345678

ALTERNATE ITEMS: 12345678901234567890 12345678
12345678901234567890 12345678 12345678901234567890 12345678

SUBSTITUTE ITEMS* 12345678901234567890 12345678
12345678901234567890 12345678

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
16
19
20
21
22
23
24
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When an item is added to the system, the supplier

designates a base price, a product category and the lead

time for that item. The lead time specified determines when

the warehouse system notifies the supplier that it may be

5 time to replenish the inventory for that item. The lead

time should include the time to produce the parts, as well

as the paperwork processing time, shipping time and a

reasonable safety factor. As indicated previously, the

decision to produce new parts and the quantity to be

10 produced is left to the supplier. The warehouse system can

store the sales quantities for a period of time, and based

on this period of time can determine the monthly usage by

employing an algorithm.
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The supplier may add or delete items at will, if
an item is deleted, it will be flagged as such and will
remain in the system until the end of a year or until there
is no more inventory available, whichever, is later. No
notice about replenishment of stock will then be sent to the
supplier. As in the buyer systems, this screen is generated
locally and the information is input off-line. Once the
information has been input, it is sent, in batch, to the
central computer 38.

(c) Working Tables

If the supplier selects the Maintenance Working
Tables option, he is permitted to designate certain
discounts and provide detailed lead time information. Table
XXII below, is a Product Code Table. The Product Code Table
allows the supplier to designate a discount or adder to be
charged to all items belonging to that product code group.
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TABLE XXII

1 2 3 4 5.6 7 6
12345678901234567890123456789012345676901234567890123456709012345670901234567890123

Prod Code % C+ or -) Description

01 $.2 + Braas ajorevs under 1/4 die
02 2.1 - Brass aoravs 1/4 die and above
03 0.0 - All plated items
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Similarly, the Distributer Discounts File shown
below in Table XXIII, establishes specific discounts by
code. _ By later associating, that code-with a particular
distributor, the appropriate discount can be calculated.
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TABLE XXIII

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6.
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123

Disc Cod« % {+ or -)

OX «.2 -
02 0.0 -

03 3.1 +
99 99.9 -
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In Table XXIV below, a sample screen for
designating quantity discounts is shown. The supplier can
enter any number of discounts as a percentage variation from
the base price.

This percentage variation is based strictly on the inquiry
quantity or quantity ordered.
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12 345678
1234567890123 456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012

Col. X Col. 2 Col. 3 Col. 4 Col* 5 Col. 6 Col. 7

Cod«I 01
Quantity* 1 1000 5000 10000
Discount: 4.2 -I* 2.3 + 0.0 - 3.6 ~

Cod*! 02
Quantity: 1234567 1234567 1234567 1234567 1234567 1234567 1234567
Discount: 7.2 + 4.1 + 2.3 + 0.0 - 2.1 - 3.2 - 3.7 -
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A Lead Time Table for a particular group of a
supplier's products can be designated. Table XXV which
shows the Lead Time Table Screen demonstrates that
capability.
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TABLE XXV

12 3 4567a
1234S67B9012345678901234S678901234S678901234S678901234S678901234S678901234S67890123

code Mo. Weeks Product category

01 12 Brass machine screws under 1/4 die.
02 o Brass machine screws 1/4 t over

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
•
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
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17
18
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24
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The supplier also has the ability to specify price
by particular unit of issue. He does so by selecting
standard codes which indicate what units are being used to

°^-?u2-ate Prices . (See Table XXVI., below) . - —
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TABLE XXVI

H3<5«78»01234S«7890123456789O1234S«78?01234S«789O1234S6789OX2345«78»0X234S678»O123

Coda Group Multiplier Description 1

EA 1 1 Each
2
3C 1 100 Hundred
4M 1 1000 Thousand

rt 2 1 Foot
5
4CFT 2 100 Hundred feat 7LB 3 1 Pound

CLB 3 100 Hundred pound
8

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
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The supplier can also display whether a product
group is, in fact, a generic or non-generic product as
designated by the system. This information can be obtained
through the screen shown in Table XXVII, below.. The .product

5 group is identified by a prefix associated with the part
number which the computer uses to make the generic/non-
generic designation.
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12345678
12345673901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123

Prefix nag* Product group one * g s Generic, H = Hon Generic

01 0 Screws with bead, shank, drive, inch std
02 O Screws with head, shank, drive, metric std
03 G Other than sarevs, inch std
04 G Other than screws, metric std
05 G 8ems, inch std
04 g Gems, metric std
07 M LocJtnuts
00 H Inserts
09 M clinch nuts
10 U spacers and standoffs
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Another screen available under the Maintenance
Working Tables option (Table XXVIII, below) allows the
supplier to display the size and weight of the cartons he

_^es *..
This inf0™ation permits the Accurate, calculation of-

the weight of individual pieces of an item in a full carton.
These figures are also used to determine the cubic size of
the containers which may be used to calculate storage
charges

.
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12345670
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890X23456789012345678901234567890123

Cod* tutorial ?IP* 8i*a Zmpty vgbt.

01 1234567890 1234567890 12345678901234567890 12.3

1
2
3
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5
6
7
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The last type of screen available under the
Maintenance Working Tables option permits the supplier to
create and maintain records regarding a buyer or
distributer's discount, as well as thp. frmy^r's basic

5 biographical information. A sample of one of these screei
is set forth in Table XXIX, below.
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TABLE XXIX

12345678
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123

Codas 1234 Data started: xx/xx/xx

MlMI 12345678901234567890
BtTMtl 12345678901234567890

City* 123456789012345 States 12 Sip I 12345

Discount: 12

Phonal (123) 123-4567
TAXt (123) 123-4567

Contacts 12345678901234567890

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
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22
23
24
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(d) Replenishment:

If a supplier wishes to indicate when additional
stock is expected to arrive to the warehouse system, he can
do so by choosing the Replenishment Orders option. He can
input the quantity in production as well as the expected
arrival date (see Table XXX, below)

.
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TABLE XXX

1234567890

12345670
01234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123

Xte* BtuaberS 12345678901234567890

Quantity *a productiont 12345678

Supplier order number: 1234567890

Transaction typex xmrx

ButZixi 12345678

Arrival data at Fastener Malls 11/22/33

System order number t 1234567890

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
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When an item is ready to be shipped to the
warehouse system, the supplier can update his replenishment
information through the screen depicted below in Table XXXI.
The supplier provides the quantity shipped, the m^nod of
shipment or carrier, the expected arrival date, the date
shipped, and the number of containers shipped.
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TABLE XXXI

X234567 8
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123

Item lumber: 12345678901234567890

Quantity in productions 12345678

Supplier order ntnbtrt 1234567890

Transaction type: xxxxxx

Total quantity shipped i 12345678

Shipped via: 12345678901234567890

Suffix: 12345678

Arrival date at fastener Mailt 11/22/33

System order numbers 1234567890

Date actually snipped! mm/dd/yy

Number of containers shipped s 123

Batch control number: 123456789012

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
t

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
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4. THE INTEGRATED SYSTEM

As detailed above, the invention provides for a
comprehensive warehouse and ordering system. The ability to
Provide an electronic quoting

,/_o£der.ing_and-billing_sy-st&m—
5 coupled with a public warehouse system in which suppliers

retain ownership of their products stored in the warehouse
system, yields remarkable efficiencies over any prior art
system. The ability to ship items from a multitude of
suppliers in a single shipment such that each item is

10 purchased at an optimum price or from a particular desired
supplier is likewise, a major improvement.

The above description of the invention is intended
to be illustrative and not limiting. Various changes or
modifications in the embodiments described may occur to

15 those skilled in the art and these can be made without
departing from the spirit or scope of the invention.
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G. CLAIMS

1. A method for electrically ordering selected physical
items, said method comprising the steps of:

a) providing a computer with data storage

5 and retrieval equipment at a first

station;

b) providing a buyer input/output ("I/O")

device with a display screen at each of

a plurality of buyer stations, each of

10 which is remote from said first station

and at least one other of said buyer

stations;

c) providing means for electrically

transmitting and receiving signals

15 between each of said I/O devices and
said computer;

d) storing in a single warehouse system the
goods of a plurality of vendors;

e) storing in said computer the identities

20 of said vendors and the items stored by
said vendors in said warehouse system;

f ) displaying on said screen of one of said
buyer I/O devices a list of vendors who
store a pre-determined item in said

25 warehouse system; and

g) placing an order for said item from a

selected one of the vendors listed by
transmitting a signal to said computer.

2. A method according to claim 1, comprising the
30 additional steps of:

a) calculating the monetary value of said order;
b) comparing the monetary value of said order

against a pre-determined credit limit of said
buyer; and

35 c) rejecting said order if said monetary value
of said order exceeds the pre-determined
credit limit of said buyer.

3. A method according to claim 2, comprising the
additional step of storing said order in said computer.
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4. A method according to claim 1, comprising the
additional steps of:

a) electronically transmitting a signal from
s.aid_computer_io-a-bank-to-debit-an-accountr

5 of said buyer in the amount of the monetary
value of said order; and

b) electronically transmitting a signal from
said computer to said bank to credit an
account of said selected vendor in the amount

10 of the monetary value of said order.
5. A method according to claim 1, comprising the

additional steps of:

a) preparing an inquiry off-line from said
computer by locally designating said pre-

15 determined item; and
b) electronically transmitting said inquiry

to said computer.

6. A method according to claim, l, comprising the
additional steps of:

20 a > storing in said computer shipping information
about said order; and

b) displaying on said screen of said one of said
buyer I/O devices shipping information about
said order.

25 7. A method according to claim 1, comprising the
additional step of selecting one of said listed vendors off-
line from said computer prior to placing an order.

8. A method according to claim 1, comprising the
additional steps of:

30 a > storing in said computer the base price and
quantity discount information for each item
of each vendor stored in said warehouse
system;

b) electrically transmitting a desired quantity
35 of saJ-<i pre-determined item to said computer;

c) calculating the price of said pre-determined
item from each vendor based on said
transmitted quantity and said base price and
discount information; and
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d) displaying on said screen of one of said

buyer I/O devices the base price, maximum
quantity discount, and actual price based on
said transmitted quantity for a pre-

5 determined item for each of said vendors who
stores said pre-determined item in said

warehouse system

•

9. A method according to claim 1, comprising the
additional step of providing a designation for each type of

10 physical item stored in said warehouse system.

10. A method according to claim 1, comprising the
additional steps of:

a) providing each buyer with an authorization code;

b) storing said authorization codes in said computer;
15 c) transmitting an authorization code to said

computer from said I/O device of said buyer
prior to transmitting an inquiry to said
computer; and

d) preventing communication between said

20 computer and said I/O device if said

transmitted authorization code does not match
one of said authorization codes stored in

said computer.

11. A method according to claim 1, comprising the
25 additional steps of:

.
a) detecting each instance a particular vendor's

name is displayed to a buyer as part of said
list of vendors who store a pre-determined

item in said warehouse system; and
30 b) storing in said computer the number of times

a particular vendor's name is displayed to a
buyer as part of said list of vendors.

12. A method according to claim 1, comprising the
additional steps of:

35 a) providing a vendor I/O device with a video
display screen at a vendor station which is

remote from said first station;
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b) providing means for electrically transmitting
and receiving signals between each of said
vendor I/O devices and said computer; and

c) displaying on said screen of one of said
5 vendor I/O devices the number of times said

vendor's name was displayed to a buyer.

13. A warehouse system comprising:
a) pre-programmed computer means for storing and

retrieving the identities and locations of
10 physical items offered for sale by a

plurality of vendors and maintained within a
single storage system; and

b) rack means for storing said physical items in
said single storage system.

15 14. A system according to claim 13 , wherein said pre-
programmed computer means is further programmed for:

a) automatically determining and displaying
random locations for storage of said physical
items in said rack means;

20 b> electronically accepting orders from buyers
for said physical items maintained within
said single storage system;

c) generating picking lists which direct
pickers to the locations of said

25 physical items in said rack means and
which correspond to said orders; and

d) storing and retrieving shipping procedures
and locations for shipment of said orders
when completed.

30 15. A system according to claim 13, further comprising
second rack means for storing open containers of said
physical items.

16. A system according to claim 13, further
comprising:

35 a > scale means for determining the quantity of
said physical items when filling said orders;
and

b) conveyor means for transporting said physical
items to said scale means.
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17. A method of selecting a vendor for each of a

plurality of physical items comprising the steps of:

a) providing a computer with data storage and
retrieval equipment at a first station;

5 b) providing a buyer input/output ("I/O") device
with a video display screen at each of a

plurality of buyer stations each of which is

remote from said first station and at least
one other of said buyer stations;

10 c) providing means for electrically transmitting
and receiving signals between each of saiql

I/O devices and said computer;

d) storing in said computer standard codes, each
of which identifies a specific physical item

i5 stored in a single warehouse system, together
with codes identifying each vendor owning
each such item and the prices charged by each
vendor for each item;

e) transmitting to said buyer input/output

20 device the identification of each vendor of a
selected item, and the price charged for that
item by the vendor, in response to an inquiry
received from said buyer input/output device;

f ) selecting one of said vendors from which to
25 purchase said item to be supplied from the

single warehouse system; and

g) transmitting said selection of said vendor to
said computer.

18. A method according to claim 17, comprising the
30 additional steps of:

a) accumulating a plurality of said item codes
in temporary storage of said buyer I/O device
while said buyer I/O device is not on-line to
said computer;

35 b) transmitting said item codes to said computer
in a batch;

c) transmitting the corresponding identities of
vendors to said buyer I/O device in batch;
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d) studying said vendor identities while said
buyer I/O device is not on-line to said
computer.

^ A method according_tp_cl aim 17, comprising the
5 additional steps of:

a) storing inventory information in said
computer regarding each item maintained in
said single warehouse system; and

b) displaying on said screen of said buyer I/O
10 device said inventory information with said

vendor identities.

20. A method of storing and retrieving physical items
maintained in a single warehouse system, wherein said
physical items are owned by a plurality of vendors,

15 comprising the steps of:

a) providing a computer with data storage and
retrieval equipment;

b) storing in said computer the identities of
vendors and the items warehoused by said

20 vendors in the single warehouse system;
c) storing full containers of said physical

items in a first storage location remote from
a shipping station;

d) storing open containers of said physical
25 itens in a second storage location near said

shipping station;
e) storing in said computer the quantities of

said physical items in said full and open
containers;

30 f> identifying each container entering the
single warehouse system with a bar code;

g) storing in said computer each identifying bar
code and information about each container
including: quantity, item type and vendor;

35 h> storing in said computer the locations
available for storage in all storage
locations;
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i) using said computer to randomly assign

containers to available locations and storing

said container locations in said computer;

j) storing in said computer all orders for items

5 stored in said single warehouse system;

k) filling an order by picking selected physical
items from said storage locations, such that

at least one container of a particular

physical item is picked from said first

10 storage location if the quantity ordered of

said particular item is greater than or equal
to the quantity of said particular item in a

single container, if the quantity needed to
fill said order of said particular item

15 cannot be filled exactly by one or more full

containers from said first storage location
then the quantity of said particular product
available at said second storage location is

checked to determine if it is sufficient to
20 complete the order, if the quantity of said

particular product available at said second
storage location is insufficient to complete
the order, then the full quantity of said
particular product at said second storage

25 location is used in combination with a

sufficient quantity of said particular
product from a container which is taken from
said first storage location to said second
storage location where it is opened.

30 21. A method according to claim 20, including the
additional step of using said computer to generate a pick
list based on said orders stored in said computer
identifying the location of the items comprising said orders
and further identifying the quantity of said items necessary

35 to fill each order.

22. A method according to claim 20 , including the
additional step of storing more than one full container of
the same particular product from a single control batch in a
random location in a third storage area.
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23. A method according to claim 22, including the
additional step of storing full pallets of containers in a
fourth storage location.

24 • A *e*hod according to claim 20, including the
5 additional step of preparing each order at a make-up station

having a plurality of different sized bins.
25. A method according to claim 24, including the

additional steps of:

a) using said computer to calculate the weight
and volume of each order to be filled; and

b) using said computer to assign each order to
an appropriate sized bin in said maJce-up
station based upon the weight and volume of
said order.

15 26. A method according to claim 20, including the
additional steps of:

a) providing a central computer with data
storage and retrieval equipment, wherein
said central computer communicates with

20 said computer, and wherein said orders
are initially stored in said central
computer;

b) down-loading said orders from said
central computer to said computer during

25 off-hours.

27. A comprehensive electronic ordering and warehouse
system comprising the steps of:

a) providing a computer with data storage
and retrieval equipment at a first

30 station;

b) providing a buyer input/output ("i/o")
device with a video display screen at
each of a plurality of buyer stations
each of which is remote from said first

35 station and at least one other of said
buyer stations;

c) providing means for electrically
transmitting and receiving signals
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between each of said I/O devices and
said computer;

d) storing in said computer the identities
of vendors and the items warehoused by

5 said vendors, wherein said items are

warehoused in a single warehouse system;
e) displaying on said screen of one of said

buyer I/O devices a list of vendors who
store a pre-determined item in said

10 warehouse system;

f ) placing an order for said item from a

selected one of the vendors listed by
transmitting a signal to said computer;

g) storing full containers of said physical
15 items in a first storage location remote from

a shipping station in said single warehouse
system;

h) storing open containers of said physical
items in a second storage location near said

20 shipping station;

i) storing in said computer the quantities of
said physical items in said full and open
containers

;

j) identifying each container entering said
25 single warehouse system with a bar code;

k) storing in said computer each identifying bar
code and information about each container
including: quantity, item type and vendor;

1) storing in said computer the locations
30 available for storage in all storage

locations;

m) using said computer to randomly assign
containers to available locations and storing
said container locations in said computer;

35 n) storing in said computer all said orders for
items stored in said single warehouse system;

o) filling an order by picking selected physical
items from said storage locations , such that
at least one container of a particular
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physical item is picked from said first
storage location if the quantity ordered of
said particular item is greater than or equal
to the quantity of said particular item in a

5 single container, if the quantity needed to
fill said order of said particular item
cannot be filled exactly by one or more full
containers from said first storage location
then the quantity of said particular product

10 available at said second storage location is
checked to determine if it is sufficient to
complete the order, if the quantity of said
particular product available at said second
storage location is insufficient to complete

15 order, then the full quantity of said
particular product at said second storage
location is used in combination with a
sufficient quantity of said particular
product from a container which is taken from

20 said first storage location to said second
storage location where it is opened.

28. A method according to claim 27, comprising the
additional steps of:

a) calculating the monetary value of said order;
25 b

) comparing the monetary value of said
order against a pre-determined credit
limit of said buyer; and

c) rejecting said order if said monetary
value of said order exceeds the pre-

30 determined credit limit of said buyer.
29. A method according to claim 27, comprising the

additional steps of:

a) electronically transmitting a signal
from said computer to a bank to debit an

35 account of said buyer in the amount of
the monetary value of said order; and

b) electronically transmitting a signal
from said computer to said bank to
credit an account of said selected
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vendor in the amount of the monetary
value of said order.

30. A method according to claim 27, comprising the
-additional steps—oTr

a) preparing an inquiry off-line from said
computer by locally designating said

pre-determined item; and

b) electronically transmitting said inquiry
to said computer in batch.

10 31 • A method according to claim 27 , comprising the
additional steps of:

a) storing in said computer shipping
information about said order; and

b) displaying on said screen of said one of
15 said buyer I/O devices shipping

information about said order.

32. A method according to claim 27 , comprising the
additional step of selecting one of said listed vendors off-
line from said computer prior to placing an order.

20 33. A method according to claim 27, comprising the
additional steps of:

a) storing in said computer the base price
and quantity discount information for
each item of each vendor stored in said

25 warehouse system;

b) electrically transmitting a desired
quantity of said pre-determined item to
said computer;

c) calculating the price of said pre-
30 determined item from each vendor based

on said transmitted quantity and said
base price and discount information; and

d) displaying on said screen of one of said
buyer I/O devices the base price,

35 maximum quantity discount, and actual
price based on said transmitted quantity
for a pre-determined item for each of
said vendors who stores said pre-
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determined item in said warehouse
system.

34. A method according to claim 27, comprising the
additional step of providing a designation for each typ* of

5 physical item stored in said warehouse system.
35. A method according to claim 27, comprising the

additional steps of:

a) providing each said buyer with an
authorization code;

10 b
> storing said authorization codes in said computer

c) transmitting an authorization code to
said computer from said I/O device of
said buyer prior to transmitting said
inquiry to said computer; and

15 d> preventing communication between said
computer and said I/O device if said
transmitted authorization code does not
match one of said authorization codes
stored in said computer.

20 36. A method according to claim 27, comprising the
additional steps of:

a) detecting each instance a particular
vendor's name is displayed to a buyer as
part of said list of vendors who store a

25 pre-determined item in said warehouse
system; and

b) storing in said computer the number of
times a particular vendor's name is
displayed to a buyer as part of said

30 list of vendors.

37. A method according to claim 36 , comprising the
additional steps of:

a) providing a vendor I/O device with a
video display screen at at least one

35 vendor station which is remote from said
first station;

b) providing means for electrically sending
and receiving signals between each of
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said vendor I/O devices and said

computer;

c) sending a signal to said computer from

one~of said vendor I/O devices

5 requesting the number of times said

vendor's name was displayed to a buyer

as part of said list of vendors who

store a pre-determined item in said

warehouse system;

10 d) sending a signal to said vendor I/O

device indicating the number of times

said vendor 1 s name was displayed to a

buyer as part of said list of vendors,

wherein said indication is retrieved

15 from storage in said computer;

e) displaying on said screen of one of said
vendor I/O devices the number of times
said vendor's name was displayed to a

buyer.

20 38. A method according to claim 27, including the
additional step of using said computer to generate a pick
list based on said orders stored in said computer, wherein
said pick list includes: the location of the items
comprising said orders and the quantity of said items

25 necessary to fill each order.

39. A method according to claim 27, including the
additional step of storing full pallets of containers in a
fourth storage location.

40. A method according to claim 27, including the
30 additional step of preparing each order at a make-up station

having a plurality of different sized bins.

41. A method according to claim 40, including the
additional steps of:

a) using said computer to calculate the
35 weight and volume of each order to be

filled; and

b) using said computer to assign each order
to an appropriate sized bin in said
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make-up station based upon the weight
and volume of said order.

42. A method according to claim 27, including the
additional steps of:

providing a second computer with data
storage and retrieval equipment in a
warehouse of said warehouse system,
wherein said second computer
communicates with said computer at said
first station;

storing in said second computer the
identities of vendors and the items
warehoused by said vendors in the single
warehouse system, the quantities of
physical items in said full and open
containers, the identifying bar code
information about each container, and
the locations available for storage in
all storage locations;

uploading the information stored in said
second computer to said computer at said
first station; and
downloading said orders stored in said
computer at said first station to said
computer during off-hours.
A product storage and distribution method, said

method comprising the steps of:
a) storing in a single public warehousing

system the goods of a plurality of
different vendors;

b) using a computer to maintain information
as to the identity, prices, and actual
level of inventory of each vendor's
items stored in said warehousing system;

c) upon demand, delivering said information
to one of a plurality of remote
terminals; and

d) upon receipt of an order from said one
terminal, delivering to a pre-determined
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destination, specified items of a

specified vendor.

44 • A computerized public warehousing and distribution

network, said network comprising, in combination:

5 a) a pre-programmed central computer

associated with public warehousing

facilities;

b) said computer being adapted to maintain

information regarding goods of a

10 plurality of vendors whose goods are

stored in said facilities;

c) said information including: where in

said facilities specific goods of said

vendor are stored; current prices asked

15 by said vendor for said goods, and the

actual inventory of said goods stored in

said facilities;

d) means for transmitting said information

to a selected one of a plurality of

20 remote terminals; and

e) means for transmitting to said central

computer, signals for relating to said

goods.
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